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LETTER FROM 

THE EDITOR

By Sam Khan 
Editor

I recently attended a two-day workshop to become a better facilitator. I came away with some 
new skills and a new way of looking at the world. A lot of what a good facilitator does is not 
that different from what a good internal auditor does. For example, according to “Facilitating 
with Ease!,” a facilitator:

• Remains neutral about the topic of discussion

• Helps a group reach their own conclusions

• Conducts background research to understand the needs of the group and what they hope to 
achieve

• Makes sure that assumptions are surfaced and tested

• Questions and probes to encourage deeper exploration

• Makes accurate notes that reflect the ideas of the members

• Provides feedback to the group, so they can assess their progress and make adjustments

• Identifies next steps

I discovered that I use these skills everyday as an internal auditor. These are probably skills you 
use as well. It seems developing effective facilitation skills goes hand-in-hand with internal 
auditing. 

A facilitator guides a group through their discussions and helps them reach their own 
conclusions. I have noticed in myself, and in others, a natural human reflex to want 
to solve people’s problems. However, I have identified times when taking on the role 
of a facilitator would have resulted in a more effective outcome. People tend to follow 
through with their agreements when they feel like they came up with the idea.

Facilitators have outstanding meeting management skills and the workshop gave me a chance 
to review those skills. As internal auditors, we probably conduct our formal meetings well. But 
what about other meetings, such as internal staff meetings, or meetings with the various 
professional organizations in which we belong? Like it or not, our behavior sets an example and 
can influence our institutions. While it can start with meetings, it can extend to how we build 
trust in our relationships or how we manage projects. Someone once said, “Setting an example 
is not the main means of influencing others, it is the only means,” that was Albert Einstein. 
Fortunately, behavior can be learned. A great example of how this can be accomplished is 
illustrated in the book, “People-Centric Skills: Interpersonal and Communication Skills for 
Auditors and Business Professionals.”

In this issue of the journal, I interviewed the authors of “People-Centric Skills,” Danny M. 
Goldberg and Manny Rosenfeld. Rosenfeld says “Good People-Centric skills are not only 
important for professionals, but as people rise up in the leadership ranks these skills become 
increasingly more important. At the executive levels, People-Centric skills are probably 80% to 
90% of what is needed for success.”

Finally, I encourage you to read the article, “Who Audits the Auditor? Assessing the Quality of 
the Internal Audit Function” by Frank Bossle, Betty McPhilimy, and Michael Somich that appears 
in the May/June 2015 issue of Trusteeship magazine. The article talks about the quality assessment 
review as a time to reflect and consider opportunities to improve the internal audit function.

As always, I encourage your feedback. I am interested in hearing about topics you would like to 
see in future issues of the journal. Also, if you have any thoughts about improving the journal, I 
want to hear about it. Please feel free to contact me at 541-737-7336 or sam.khan@oregonstate.edu. 

Thank you to all the people who helped make this issue possible. Volunteering for the journal 
is great way to give back to the profession. n

A facilitator guides a group 

through their discussions and 

helps them reach their own 

conclusions.
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LETTER FROM 

THE PRESIDENT

Dear Friends and Colleagues,

I continue to believe that ACUA is the most valuable resource available for audit professionals in 
higher education. To continue to be valuable, the Board revisits our strategic plan periodically to 
remain focused on our goals. One of the challenges ACUA faces is wanting to do more than our 

resources will allow. As a Board, we try to avoid the temptation to do everything and 
be all things to all people. Instead, we focus in on a limited number of goals each year 
to help us achieve success. 

One area of focus this year has been on membership. Our Membership Committee is 
dedicated to finding ways to truly understanding members’ needs and wants so that we 
can better serve you. This committee has worked on a membership dues structure to 
allow our members with small audit departments more access. The committee is also 
providing clearer definitions of emeriti or honorary members to better support our 
retiring members, and is working on outreach activities to institutions that are not 

currently members. With these activities, ACUA can better meet your needs and continue to serve 
you. Our goal is for you to view your ACUA membership as one of your most valuable resources – 
just as I do. 

Another goal is to build a reliable infrastructure, including financial stability to support the 
achievement of our goals. As a Board, we are committed to maintaining financial stability, increasing 
financial strength and prioritizing financial resources. I’m happy to report that we have a stable 
financial picture, and we continue to monitor ACUA’s finances and budgets. At times, this focus has 
required the Board to make difficult and unpopular decisions to help balance the budget and meet 
our membership needs. 

We are also focused on the infrastructure to support one of our core values: open sharing of 
knowledge. As you know, we transitioned to the ACUA Community in the spring. This online 
networking opportunity provides members the ability to share knowledge across the world. ACUA-L 
was no longer a viable option. It was becoming obsolete and resource intensive to maintain. While it 
was difficult to let go of ACUA-L, which was formed in 1989 by Chuck Jefferis. We believe the 
Community will continue to promote the feeling of “family” that is ACUA, and I’m happy to report 
that I have seen increased use of the Community. 

Speaking of focusing on our goals to achieve success: ACUA’s most amazing resources are our 
volunteers. We could not accomplish goals without the almost 200 volunteers who make things 
happen, and this year we are focused on recognizing those volunteers. Check out ACUA’s monthly 
messages and send a note or message to any of the volunteers I’ve mentioned this year. Thank them 
for their service! 

Finally, if you are interested in contributing your strengths to this organization, I encourage you to 
be part of ACUA’s story and volunteer your time and talents to advance our mission. 

Thanking you in advance for your service and for adding your face to ACUA’s story! n

By Sandy Jansen 
President

I continue to believe that 

ACUA is the most valuable 

resource available to 

audit and compliance 

professionals in higher 

education. 
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The office is eerily quiet in late spring, the students have all gone home and I am 
reveling in a peaceful certainty that this career change was perfect. My first year as a 
full-time faculty member has rewarded me with tremendous professional energy, 

renewed passion for my university and subtle insights that escaped my attention as an auditor. 
Sharing these with you, the reader, is a welcome opportunity to reflect on my year and to 
connect with the ACUA colleagues I value and miss.

There were no profound revelations on risk or gaping process holes awaiting me on the “dark 
side” (to borrow the auditors’ term of endearment for faculty). In fact, the men and women 
who care for the intellectual growth of our students seem blissfully unaware that there is a 
department on campus carefully constructing templates and matrices for the common good. 
I like to think that this may be a sign that in academia internal audit is achieving its purposes: 
do good work, add value and support performance (don’t hinder it).

Also and importantly, I found in my new environment existing resources and activities that 
should be more widely recognized and emphasized. If they were, they would offer even greater 
benefits to our students and institutions. 

INSTRUCTING AT A UNIVERSITY 101
The classroom isn’t without its pitfalls, and students will let you know when you make a 
mistake, especially if it involves marks. If you would like an in-depth lecture on an arcane 
segment of the curriculum commandments, try slipping a violation past an indignant 
undergraduate. Thankfully, most students understand that errors are just that – errors, but it 
is still embarrassing. Enter performance audit opportunity #1.

One of the most helpful things I was given when I began is an “Instructor Manual.” This isn’t 
the massive collection of policies and contractual obligations that all employees receive (and 
no one reads). It is a practical, concise and invaluable document written by instructors for 
instructors. 

The manual’s contents address the basic activities and components of teaching in a university, 
such as the things to include or exclude from a course syllabus, important resources available 
to students, key semester dates and instructions on using the online grade submission form. 
The manual provides guidance on how to avoid academic problems and navigate areas that 
present the most risk to instructors and students alike. 

An auditor concerned with the effectiveness of academic support and adherence to processes 
would do well to identify and share the best of these types of instructions and guidance to 
ensure they are available throughout the institution. Such a manual provides more than simple 
administrative tips, it supports consistent and effective delivery of academic programs. Few 
things are more central to the operations of a university; so shouldn’t assuring there is such a 
manual be on the audit plan?

Auditor Turned Faculty 
Member: Lessons Learned,
Part I 
By Sonya von Heyking, CA, CIA, CCSA, CRMA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sonya von Heyking is the Director 
of CPA Bridging in the Faculty of 
Management at the University of 
Lethbridge. Combining the best of 
both worlds, she works with students 
in the classroom as an accounting 
instructor, and with fantastic 
colleagues and partners in promoting 
the success of students in the CPA 
Bridging Program. Before joining the 
faculty she served for eight years as 
the Director, Internal Audit and 
three years in public practice with a 
Big Four firm. Von Heyking holds 
the Chartered Accountant, Certified 
Internal Auditor, Certification in 
Control Self-Assessment and 
Certification in Risk Management 
Assurance designations.
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STUDENT SUPPORT AWARENESS
Colleges and universities understand that supporting students go beyond what happens in the lecture 
halls and laboratories. There are as many different student support resources as there are different 
learning styles, and when appropriately administered, these resources increase student success and 
thus the success of the school as a whole. 

Audit functions often review the effectiveness – or indeed existence – of these important 
resources, but something I have noted as a faculty member is that we could do better 
at promoting them.

For example, our university, like most others, offers exam writing support for students 
requiring extra time or an alternative location for writing exams. These means of 
leveling the playing field are effective and invaluable to the students they help. The 
trouble is that many students do not know how to access such support. Enter 
performance audit opportunity #2.

When students begin college, they are bombarded with information regarding residences, dining 
plans, classes, textbooks, clubs and expectations. Student support services are part of the tour, but 
between orientation and the start of classes, information about these services can get lost, and stay 
lost. Some of my second and third-year students learned about these tools from me, long after they 
should have accessed them.

So how do we remind students of how to identify and access the things that will help them succeed? 
How do we connect them with the advisors and counselors who will guide them? I don’t know “the 
right” answer and I suspect it would vary by institution, but I’m willing to bet that a bright auditor 
could add tremendous value with a well-designed review answering exactly those questions.

ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT 
In addition to teaching, I direct an undergraduate bridging program for future Chartered Professional 
Accountants (CPAs). The purpose of the program is to enable individuals who possess a degree in any 
discipline, from any country to transition into the CPA professional education program by taking the 
prerequisite courses they need. Depending on an individual’s academic background, the program can 
range from as few as one to as many as 18 courses. 

Although some bridging program students will earn our one-year diploma during their program, 
many do not – they simply get the courses they need for CPA and move on. So although they have 
come to us for the beginning of an important career change, they never appear on our convocation 
lists. Since most institutions identify their alumni by degree conferral, this creates challenges when 
trying to identify our program finishers as alumni. Enter performance audit opportunity #3.

Consider the impact a school’s alumni can have on institutional success. Alumni are the storytellers, 
the cheerleaders, the donors and the living reputation of our academic programs. What better voice 
for recruitment and retention than those who have gone before? 

What opportunities are we missing if we don’t engage with all the students who successfully 
completed their education requirements for a new and exciting journey with us, even those who don’t 
appear on the computer-generated list of “graduates”? When their commitment to a new career path 
bears fruit, wouldn’t they be proud to share their story with the school that opened the way? 

Many schools have such transitory, means-to-an-end programs like ours that are vital to future 
careers and professions. How do you ensure that you are engaging those students, celebrating them 
as alumni and not letting them slip in and out of your corridors unrecognized? An auditor could ask 
these questions: How do we define our alumni? Are we including everyone? Who might we miss? 
How do we correct this?

As I approach the one-year mark of my career change, I am delighted by what I have learned and 
passionate about what I will bring into the next semester. My biggest fear, when I left the audit 
world, was that I was leaving a space where I could feed my curiosity, support others and design 
change. I’m happy to report that the “dark side” is lovely and bright, and my audit hat is still on the 
bookshelf – right next to my lecture notes. n

Colleges and universities 

understand that 

supporting students go 

beyond what happens 

in the lecture halls and 

laboratories.
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One of the essential characteristics of cloud computing is multi-tenancy,1 the storage 
of customer data in a shared infrastructure and across a network of shared virtual 
appliances. This architecture is central to the scalability, efficiency and lower cost 

enjoyed by the cloud customer, but it presents special challenges for risk assessments at the 
outset and audits afterward.

The cloud vendor’s primary concerns have to do with maintaining the on-demand, accessible 
and rapid service characteristic of the negotiated Service-Level Agreement (SLA),2 not 
necessarily the customer segregation assumed in a remote hosting environment. Management 

of multiple customers in this virtualized environment can give rise to certain specific 
risks associated with adjacency: security risks, jurisdictional risks, business failure risks 
and third-party risks that might not be apparent in contractual negotiations for the 
service. Each of these risks will be described below.

SECURITY RISK
Cloud computing is made possible with virtualization, which means that a hypervisor 
controls multiple instances for different customers, and those instances are simultaneously 
copied to other locations to maintain availability. Depending on the architecture of the 
virtualization used, each customer might share CPU memory, routing across the 
provider’s network, applications or storage. All the instances on a given hypervisor could 

be vulnerable to an exploit leveraged by another tenant (instance) on that hypervisor, or the 
cloud vendor’s sysadmins might use their “rootly” powers to access different customers’ 
instances. Insufficient programming controls could allow one customer to view other 
customers’ data with SQL injection3 or permit Internet-based timing attacks on the copied 
data. Review of the cloud vendor’s SSAE SOC2 Type 2 report and their internal security 
practices will help you identify security risks and negotiate contractual protections if the 
vendor is amenable. Be sure to negotiate your Right to Audit in a cloud agreement, and 
document in advance exactly how that will be accomplished.

JURISDICTIONAL RISKS
A cloud vendor’s economies of scale are dependent on the use 
of multiple data center environments, often in countries 
where data center operations are cheap. In spite of your U.S.-
based contract with the provider, it may not be possible to 
enforce certain parts of your contract in those countries that 
do not have data protection laws or do not honor the 
provisions you’ve established. A data exposure caused by 
inappropriate management in another country would still 
have to be announced and paid for by your institution. 
Export control laws also affect the storage of institutional 
research data in other countries and may require you to 
obtain a license to export data to that country.4 

Know Your Neighbor,
Part 1: The Cloud 
By Allison MacFarlan, CISA, CISSP

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Allison MacFarlan, CISA, 
CISSP is the Senior Information 
Security Risk Analyst for Carnegie 
Mellon University (CMU) in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She 
coordinates IT audit work by outside 
auditors, and does application 
assessments and compliance reviews 
for new and existing IT projects. 
MacFarlan has an MSIT in 
Information and Assurance from 
CMU.
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BUSINESS FAILURE RISKS
If an institution puts its data into the cloud, there should be clear provisions in the contract for 
getting it back in the case of a cloud vendor’s failure or sale to another business. That business failure 
could come suddenly, locking your institution and other customers out of their data, perhaps 
indefinitely. If one or more of your provider’s major customers move their data elsewhere, it could 

cause cash flow problems that threaten the business. Even if your contract is still valid, 
you may have to extract it quickly or make plans for another provider. Maintaining 
local storage for this purpose, and ensuring that the data format used by the provider 
is not proprietary, could help your institution recover quickly from this kind of crisis. 
Contract provisions for “reasonable accessibility” to all of your data, and the format in 
which that data will be provided, are a necessity.

THIRD-PARTY RISKS
Cloud providers contract with business services themselves to provide their services to 
you. Some aspects of their service may be outsourced (a common example is outsourced 
security monitoring), or the third-party may have access to your data for some data 
mining related to the provider’s service. These third-party arrangements may not be 
held to the same level of data privacy and security you’ve negotiated with your provider, 

and the third party can cause data exposures or leak other information that you might not want to 
be exposed. The cloud provider might expect you to contact a third-party for e-discovery matters, 
for instance. All of these third-party relationships should be spelled out in your Service-Level 
Agreement, which should also contain Points of Contact and communication information. Ensure 
that the third-party’s commitment to response isn’t just how quickly they hand a service off to 
another vendor, but how quickly they respond to you, the customer. n

ENDNOTES
1 Cloud Security Alliance, Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing, v3.0

2 Service-Level Agreement, which usually guarantees an uptime greater than 99%

3 SQL injection is when a user executes a query to a web-based application using special characters, extra-long query 
statements with embedded commands, or other unexpected responses to a web query and is able to generate a database 
or system fault or dump the database. See https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection.

4 The Commerce Department maintains a list of these controlled data items at https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/
regulations/commerce-control-list-ccl.
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What is the ACUA Risk Dictionary? 
The ACUA Risk Dictionary is a comprehensive database of 
risks and their associated controls for areas specific to 
higher education. Higher Education audit departments can 
use the risk dictionary for identification of an audit 
universe specific to higher education which can be used 
for performing their annual risk assessments and 
preparing their annual audit plan.  

The ACUA Risk Dictionary can also be used to prepare project level risk assessments for areas such as:

‐ NCAA Compliance  
‐ Student Financial Aid 
‐ Export Controls 
‐ Research Compliance and many more!

After having identified the risks for your audit project, the ACUA Risk Dictionary contains the 
associated controls which can then be used to prepare an audit program to test whether the proper 
controls exist.

Is the ACUA Risk Dictionary for YOU? 
 
Business officers, risk officers, compliance officers and other higher education leadership can use the 
ACUA Risk Dictionary to provide a comprehensive list of areas that could likely need their attention. 
For someone new to their position or new to higher education, the ACUA Risk Dictionary will be 
especially beneficial in identifying not only broad areas where inherent risks are common, but also 
specific risks within those areas and their associated controls.

In the absence of a formal risk management structure, the ACUA Risk Dictionary provides a concrete 
and comprehensive starting point for identifying, evaluating, and managing risks across the 
organization.

You now have the ability to submit new risks and controls for the dictionary. The Risk Dictionary is a 
living document, so check it out with an eye toward what you can contribute. 

The ACUA Risk Dictionary is available for FREE as a benefit of ACUA membership or by subscription to 
non‐members.  
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Why did you write “People-Centric Skills”? 

Danny: I believe strong communication skills are more important than technical capabilities. 
Based on this belief and the lack of general guidance for auditors on communications, we 
formed the initial concept for the book in 2012. While there were some specific reference 
guides out there, nothing covered the wide-ranging communications topic. 

Manny: While auditors and other professionals receive a very high dose of technical skills via 
their degrees and certifications, they receive very little formal training on the People-Centric 
skills. The skills that are most critical for success are the ones receiving the least attention. We 
wanted to remedy that via our book.

How did your background influence your book? 

Danny: In 2009, I left my role as director of SOX compliance, not sure what my next steps 
were. I had done some writing and speaking on the side while having a full-time role, but I 
didn’t think it was going to be a full-time job. Well, I was sadly mistaken. I found I had lots 
of enthusiasm and passion for speaking, but not as much for the desk job anymore. And that, 
as you say, is history…

Manny: At the time of writing our book, my own background included chief audit executive 
roles with four Fortune 500 global industrial organizations. I saw firsthand that when auditors 
get in trouble, it is usually not due to lack of technical skills, but poor communication or 
relationship skills. 

How did you go from an idea to getting published? 

Danny: Initially, we worked with The Institute of Internal Auditors on a research foundation 
project. Once that did not work out, a friend of mine introduced me to Wiley. Wiley loved 
the idea from the onset, and we were able to sign on with them within 45 days of ending our 
pursuit of the project with The IIA. We finished the book in March 2014, and it was 
published in August 2014. The effort to complete the manuscript was intense but very 
rewarding. I think both Manny and I can see we are making a difference, which is what 
matters most. 

Q&A: With Danny M. Goldberg  
and Manny Rosenfeld, authors of 
People-Centric Skills: 
Interpersonal and Communication Skills for 
Auditors and Business Professionals 
Interview by Sam Khan, CISA

 ABOUT THE BOOK
Set in the fictional MultiCrown 
Corporation’s internal audit team, 
authors Danny M. Goldberg and 
Manny Rosenfeld bring the topic 
communication skills to life with the 
use of a plot and characters. In 
addition to the storyline, each chapter 
has a summary of key points and 
guidelines to help readers apply what 
they’ve learned to their own team.

Published by Wiley, 192 pages. 
$45.00
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Manny: We wanted our book to be written very differently than the typical audit book. We really 
wanted an interesting story to illustrate our lessons. Wiley was more accepting and welcoming of this 
different approach. While The IIA was very interested in our topic, the format of our book did not fit 
their typical publications.

Can you talk about the characters in the book? How were they developed? 

Danny: Dalton Zimmer is the main character, in addition to Matt Sanders. Dalton is based on me, and 
Matt is based on Manny. Both embellishing our good looks just a bit – it’s a “fictional” story! It was 
Manny’s idea to write the book as a fictional story, with these story lines. Between the two of us and our 

unique and diverse experiences, it was easy to come up with story lines that we 
had both experienced. And because they were somewhat personal to both of us, 
the story flowed very well. I know readers who know one or both of us tell me 
frequently, “I can hear you telling these stories” or “I can see you doing that.” I 
take that as a great compliment. 

Manny: While the characters, besides Dalton and Matt, are very fictional, they 
reflect aspects of many people we have encountered during our professional lives. 
Many of the scenes are loosely based on real live problems or interactions Danny 
and I have seen.

What type of feedback have you received?

Danny: Our book has been on the market for almost nine months now and sales have been steady but 
I think, with the increased exposure we will have over the remainder of the year, we are only scratching 
the surface. ISACA will add it to their bookstore in June, and we hope to have it in The IIA Bookstore 
by September. I have a few departments that are reading it as a team or making it required reading for 
all staff and senior auditors. It seems to be especially helpful for the next generation of auditors and the 
stressing of in-person communication. Our hope is to make Steve Goepfert’s foreward, where he states 
that “People-Centric Skills” should be required reading, similar to “Sawyer’s Internal Auditing,” a reality. 
We believe, based on the great feedback we have received, this is a realistic expectation. 

Manny: We also recognized that not only auditors needed People-Centric skills, but many other 
professionals are also missing these skills. We set our story in an internal audit department, but we could 
have easily set this in an engineering or accounting organization. The skills needed are the same, and so 
are the lessons. We hope that we can market our book to more than auditors.

How would you rate the current state of interpersonal and communication skills of 
internal auditors? 

Danny: It is all over the board but, based on the need and requests for these courses, it is still something 
that is not refined in most IA shops but you see great pockets of communicators in every shop. As with 

any key risk, if it is stressed from top management, the team will be obviously 
better and more refined in their communication skills. 

Manny: I agree it is all over the board. I have been increasingly emphasizing the 
People-Centric orientation in our hiring process. The technical skills as listed on 
a resume can get you an interview, but we judge and emphasize the People-
Centric orientation of all new auditors. We usually do multiple interviews with 
different members of our team to assess this orientation. This is much harder to 
do than assessing the technical skills. 
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Can you talk about some of the key topics covered in the book? 

Danny: Understanding and managing corporate culture, team development, and multivoting are three 
chapter topics that have been highlighted by readers and training attendees as unique chapters that have 
added additional value. There are numerous other valuable topics in the book. For example, body 
language is not a specific chapter but it is eluded to throughout and adds a lot to the story. 

Manny: Conflict prevention and conflict management are also key topics, but this area has been covered 
more than other areas in past writings. Establishing a positive business relationship is also a key topic.

What have you learned from writing the book? 

Danny: It is an intense but fun and very rewarding process to write a book. Most people are surprised 
by the readability factor of the book; most people, when considering a purchase of an industry book, 
choose to use it as a reference guide rather than reading it. We have proven, I believe, that [it] you can 
be both. 

Manny: Writing the book as a story was much harder than writing a series of academic principles and 
points for each topic. However, we feel that our extra effort has definitely been worth it based on the 
feedback we have received from our readers.

What else do you feel is important to share with the ACUA community? 

Danny: Continue to try to hone strong relationships and communicate transparently to improve the trust 
between auditor and client. 

Manny: Good People-Centric skills are not only important for professionals, but as people rise up in the 
leadership ranks these skills become increasingly more important. At the executive levels, People-Centric 
skills are probably 80%-90% of what is needed for success.
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Baker Tilly accountants and advisors understand the higher education industry.  
We collaborate with internal audit departments to manage risk, strengthen operations,  
and improve internal controls.

The Baker Tilly Advantage:
  Forward-looking, consultative approach from trusted advisors
  Deep industry expertise and dedication
  Proactive engagement with management and audit committees
  Training and education sessions for senior leadership and governing boards
  Value-added thought leadership and industry insights

If you want Exceptional Client Service from an experienced team focused on tailoring our 
service to your institution’s specific needs while communicating openly and consistently,  
Baker Tilly is the partner for you. 

We know the  
ins and outs  
of internal audit.

Take advantage today. 
Connect with us: bakertilly.com/higher-education

© 2015 Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP 
Baker Tilly refers to Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP, an independently owned and managed member of Baker Tilly International.
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“It is not a matter of if, but when.” Those words are commonly heard among 
information security professionals regarding data breaches because such breaches are 
becoming common occurrences almost everywhere – including at colleges and 

universities. To reduce the impact of an almost inevitable breach, a college or university must 
be ready to respond quickly and have a systematic method to recover. Developing 
an incident handling plan is an essential first step.

People expect their data to be protected when in the custody of another. There 
is no exception for a college or university. To maintain peoples’ trust and reduce 
the institution’s risk of a breach, a sound, well-documented security plan that 
ensures measures are in place to prevent and detect breaches is essential. 
However, such plans need to be frequently updated and consistently followed. 
These plans need to be tested regularly to ensure their effectiveness.

COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM
A comprehensive information security program demonstrates compliance with data privacy 
laws and regulations. While being compliant does not always translate into being secure, such 
a program can help a college or university build a strong information security foundation.

Core elements of a comprehensive information security program that meet the requirements 
of the various data privacy and security laws and regulations listed in the accompanying table 
include:

• A risk-based information security program

• IT policies and procedures

• Monitoring, incident handling, compliance

• Training and awareness programs

INCIDENT HANDLING
As indicated above, incident handling is among the core elements and requirements of data 
privacy laws and regulations. They recognize that data breaches are inevitable and therefore 
require that a formal incident handling policy and procedures are established. Institutional 
guidance should ensure that all employees report any suspicion of a data breach.

An incident handling policy and related procedures provide guidance for how to report an 
incident. Colleges and universities should also develop detailed written incident response 
plans. It is difficult to demonstrate compliance with data privacy laws and regulations if a 
college or university does not have policies, procedures and a response plan in place. Without 
these, institutions may be subjected to fines by regulatory bodies as well as to litigation by 
affected parties and suffer reputational damage. 

Can you claim to comply with data privacy laws even though you may have been breached? 
Yes, as long as you can show the federal agency that you had reasonable practices in place, the 
incident was handled according to your practices, and affected parties and the agencies were 
notified. 

How to Handle and Respond to 
Data Breaches 
By Carlos S. Lobato, CISA, CIA, CISSP, CPA
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Carlos S. Lobato, CIA, CISA, 
CISSP is New Mexico State 
University’s IT compliance officer. 
He is responsible for ensuring IT 
activities comply with applicable 
regulatory requirements. Lobato has 
extensive private, banking, local 
government and higher education 
auditing experience and holds both 
auditing and technical IT 
certifications.
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In a recent blog post, the Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) explained what companies (colleges or universities 
in our case) can expect during a data breach investigation. 
The FTC would:

• Review audits or risk assessments that had been 
performed;

• Examine the information security plan, privacy 
policies and any other pertinent security resources or 
promises;

• Evaluate employee handbooks and training materials;

• Talk with people knowledgeable about data security 
practices;

• Identify gaps between the data security policy and 
what is being practiced; and

• Overall, view more favorably a college or university 
that reports data breaches and cooperates in the 
investigations. (Note: The U.S. Department of 
Education and other federal agencies have made 
similar statements.)

INCIDENT HANDLING POLICY AND 
PROCEDURES
Development of an incident handling policy and 
procedures, approved by the institutional governing 
body and developed with institution-wide representation, 
is the first step towards ensuring proper handling of data 

breaches. Legal counsel, the institutional 
communications or public relations 
office, law enforcement, members of 
executive and academic administration, 
IT and internal audit in an ex officio 
capacity should be involved in 
development of this policy. 

The core elements of a policy include 
the definition of an incident or data 
breach for the institution, along with examples; the duty to report incidents and who to 
report them to; and the consequences of not reporting. 

The policy should also be accompanied by procedures. These procedures should be as clear and simple as 
possible to encourage and ensure compliance. Many colleges and universities have designated the chief 
information security officer (CISO) as the main contact for incident reporting. However, other individuals 
with equivalent knowledge and training could be assigned these duties as well; among them might be 
the IT compliance officer or internal auditor. The policy should also specify that certain data breaches 
may result in the institution needing to notify federal agencies and affected parties.

RESPONSE PLAN
In addition to an incident handling policy and procedures, colleges and universities should develop 
written incident response plans detailing how these incidents are going to be addressed and by whom. 
Again, most colleges and universities normally assign this task to the CISO, whose main responsibility 
is to receive all reports and perform a preliminary risk assessment, make an initial determination of the 
severity of the incident and escalate as necessary.
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DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS

The following laws and regulations establish 
criteria for protecting data and 
communicating a breach to affected 
parties.

• FERPA is the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act of 1974, requiring 
protection and control over the disclosure 
of student information.

• HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996, requiring 
protection and control over the disclosure 
of medical information.

• GLBA is the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 
1999, requiring protection and control 
over the disclosure of financial and other 
nonpublic information.

• RFR is the (Identity Theft) Red Flags Rule 
provision of the Fair and Accurate Credit 
Transactions Act of 2003, requiring 
protection and control over the disclosure 
of personally identifiable information as 
it relates to accounts receivables, also 
known as covered accounts.

• FISMA is the Federal Information Security 
Management Act of 2002, setting 
information security requirements that 
federal agencies and any other parties 
collaborating with such agencies 
(grantees) must follow to effectively 
safeguard information technology (IT) 
systems and the data they contain.

• PCI DSS is the Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standards, requiring 
protection and safe handling of credit 
card holder information.
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RESPONSE TEAM
An essential element of a response plan is the creation of an institution-wide incident response team with 
representatives from legal counsel, communications or public relations, law enforcement, human resources, 
IT and internal audit in an ex officio capacity. 

The main responsibility of this team is to ensure the proper and consistent handling of 
incidents. The plan should be documented, regularly updated and consistently followed. 
Abundant resources are available from various professional associations for developing a 
response plan. For New Mexico State University, the resources created by the Privacy 
Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) from the U.S. Department of Education were of 
great assistance. 

The PTAC created a data breach response checklist, which was customized and written 
for educational institutions. The checklist provides links to more in-depth, detailed 
guidance from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC), EDUCAUSE and others. The PTAC has also recently created a data breach response 
training kit, which provides scenarios that should be very useful in providing internal data security 
training. The breach notification rule from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
and the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard requirements should also be considered as part of 
developing the response plan as well as notification to affected parties and federal agencies.

BE PROACTIVE, AND EMPHASIZE TRAINING AND AWARENESS
The risk and cost of a data breach are too great for a college or university not to take the following 
measures:

• An incident handling policy approved by the governing body

• Standards and procedures

• A written response plan

• A response team

• Ongoing training

Consider training employees at least annually on their responsibilities to report suspicious incidents and 
data breaches. 

In addition, it is critical that system administrators, database administrators, network administrator and 
application administrators review the information security logs on a regular basis and report anomalies 
and suspected hacking activities to the incident response team. 

THE ROLE OF INTERNAL AUDIT
Ideally, the college’s or university’s IT auditor or chief audit executive are informed of the incident 
handling response team’s activity and will assist as appropriate. Internal audit verifiies the existence of 
policies, procedures, plans and training, as well as provide assurances to management, that the policies, 
procedures and plans are being followed.

Additionally, internal audit, on a regular basis, would ask for a list of incidents handled by the incident 
response team and provide assurances that they were properly handled. Also, internal audit can provide 
assurances that controls implemented after an incident are working effectively.

CONCLUSION
As colleges and universities continue to emphasize prevention and detection methods for reducing the 
impact of data breaches, internal auditors can add value by providing assurances that the incident handling 
plans and practices are working effectively at their institutions. n
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INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT 

START-UP GUIDE 
 

The primary purpose of this guide is to serve as a reference 
tool, one of many you will likely use as you establish an 
audit function that best fits the needs and resources of your 
organization. The information and examples have been 
collected from very successful audit shops and truly 
represent many of the best practices in higher education 
internal audit. They may or may not fit your needs, but they 
will all provide valuable guidance and ideas as you work to 
establish your new audit department. 
 
Contents of this guide include: 

• Establishing the Authority of the Department with 
sample charters and policies 

• Getting the Department Operational, with concrete advice on risk assessments, 
annual planning, quality assurance, fraud investigations, and marketing the new 
department 

• Reporting to all constituencies, including examples of reports used by ACUA members 
• List of resources and key terms 
• And so much more! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Please contact the ACUA Executive Office at ACUA-info@goAMP.com, call 913.895.4620 or visit 
the ACUA Store on ACUA’s website www.ACUA.org  for more information. 

http://acua-info@goamp.com
http://www.acua.org


In the past few years, big data and data analytics have become buzz words in nearly all 
business settings. Experts estimate that there will be 35 trillion gigabytes of stored data 
in the world by 2020. Many organizations have been reacting quickly to the big data 

growth trend by increasing the capacity for reporting on the information and analyzing the 
data. The biggest strides in reporting have come from joining various data sets of related 
information to find correlations that lead to predictive analyses. An entire industry has sprung 
up around the concept of leveraging all of the collected information to gain strategic business 

intelligence. In fact many colleges and universities now have graduate 
programs dedicated to business intelligence. 

Given that there is now so much more data at our disposal, and that there is 
an increase in the education available on how to use the information, we need 
to understand how auditors can take advantage of this new data saturated 
environment. In this article, we revisit the way in which auditors have treated 
data analytics in the past, discuss how data analytics have evolved to the 
present and explore the future of this trend in the audit practice.

INTERNAL AUDIT’S RELATIONSHIP TO DATA ANALYTICS
The idea of using available data from a variety of sources is not new to internal auditors. 
Auditors are taught how to identify patterns and analyze data using methods ranging from 
simple trend analysis to more advanced regression analyses. Most of this work is commonly 
performed using Microsoft Excel’s native functionality. 

Some audit departments have been able to take the next step and use more advanced tools. 
Software tools such as ACL and IDEA are used to extract data from other systems and run 
data analysis routines against this information. These types of systems require specialized 
knowledge gained through intensive training sessions. More advanced technologies are 
successfully used by data specialists, but The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) recommends 
use of data analytics across all levels of the internal audit staff and in all audits. Specifically, 
“GTAG 16 – Data Analysis Technologies” recommends that “members of the internal audit 
team will have a general understanding of data and data analysis software, and will have 
sufficient competency to review and interpret the results of automated analytic routines and 
perform simple analysis (sorting, filtering, grouping, and profiling)” (Page 14). 

USING ANALYTICS IN AUDIT TESTING
Organizations like The IIA and The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) have 
long advocated the use of data analytics in all applicable audits and investigations. The recent 
updates to the COSO Control Framework have likewise focused more on fraud awareness and 
risk assessment than in the past, leading to an increased need for data analytics. While college 
and university auditors may generally associate data analytics with fraud testing, aspects of an 
A-133 audit, or with continuous monitoring, there are many other common audit tests that 
lend themselves to the use of analytics. In fact, data analytics can be used for much more than 
common analytical procedure testing only. Data analytics can add depth to controls testing, 
substantive testing of transactions and detailed balance testing. For example, when reviewing 
large data sets of expense transactions, auditors are often testing for items such as transaction 
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Increasing Higher Education Audit 
Effectiveness with Data Analytics
By Toby DeRoche, MBA, CIA, CCSA, CRMA, CICA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Toby DeRoche is a Certified 
Internal Auditor who holds a MBA 
with an Internal Audit specialization 
from Louisiana State University. He 
is also certified in Control Self-
Assessment, Risk Management 
Assurance, a Certified Internal 
Control Auditor, and is skilled in the 
identification and documentation of 
weaknesses that result in heightened 
business risk, while recommending 
solutions to such situations.
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approval over a certain threshold, transactions posted at unusual times or dates, duplicate transactions, 
or performing a Benford or cut off analysis. These procedures that would otherwise take days to test 
manually can be performed in minutes using an analytics tool. Testing with a data analytics tool also 
allows the auditor to review the entire population instead of a sample. Data analytics can also be used 
when testing IT Controls related to FISCAM or NIST 800-53, such as testing for appropriate system 
access, which can be performed in a matter of minutes by comparing complete, current user provisioning 
details to current university staff rosters.

INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AUDITORS
The new generation of internal auditors has a completely unique perspective on technology and 
information. As internal audit departments onboard the incoming class of new hires, we have the 

opportunity to quickly increase the level of technology skill on staff. The new generation has 
grown up with near constant access to laptops, smart phones, the Internet and basic computer 
science education. It is definitely in everyone’s best interest to take advantage of what is 
considered a basic skill for the younger generation. One way to accomplish this is to allow new 
staff to take the lead in data analytics initiatives under appropriate supervision. Whether this 
is done with native Excel tools, advanced software packages like ACL or Excel expansion 
software solutions like TeamMate Analytics, the learning curve for implementing data analytics 
with technologically savvy younger auditors may be drastically reduced, and the overall 
effectiveness of our internal audit departments will increase. n

TECHNOLOGY NOTE
For those not familiar with Excel’s built in data analysis tools, such as examining data for correlations, 
extracting simple samples or running a regression analysis, these can be activated by turning on the 
“Analysis ToolPak” add-in found in Excel’s Options menu. The icon will then appear on the “Data” 
ribbon. 
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2015 ACUA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

September 27-October 1, 2015

REGISTER TODAY JW Marriott Indianapolis

Indianapolis, Indiana
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BEST PRACTICES 
COMMITTEE OFFERS 
SURVEY ASSISTANCE

Do you have a few questions that you’d like 
to benchmark with your ACUA peers? We 
are available to assist ACUA members in the 
development of simple (up to 10 questions),  
ad-hoc, online surveys designed to get to the heart 
of issues and provide high-quality feedback. 

Please contact Best Practices Committee member 
Jon Clark Teglas at jcteglas@vt.edu to discuss 
your particular needs.
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SAVE THE DATE!

PORTLAND

2016 Midyear Conference
April 10-13, 2016

Portland Marriott Downtown Waterfront
Portland, Ore.

Dear ACUA Colleagues and Friends,

As you know, two years ago, ACUA began a 
transition to the ACUA Community to replace 
ACUA-L. Because of the resources needed to 
support the L’s outdated technology, the Board 
realized we needed a new system to continue to 
embrace open sharing of knowledge. As such, 
a member taskforce worked to help transition to 
the ACUA Community. 

We have been running the ACUA-L and the 
Community simultaneously for the last several 
months to allow our members time to learn the 
new functionality. In June, ACUA-L suffered a 
setback and quit distributing emails. Rather than 
continuing to sink ACUA’s resources to band 
aid the technology, the Board has agreed to 
allow ACUA-L to retire gracefully. It is now time 
to say goodbye to our friend – the L – which 
was formed in 1989 by Chuck Jeffries at the 
University of Vermont. Over the years, it grew 
to more than 1,800 individuals and dozens of 
messages per day. 

ACUA Community – we embrace you with open 
arms and hope you will serve us as long as 
your predecessor! The Community will continue 
to promote the feeling of “family” that is ACUA.

Sandy S. Jansen, CIA, CCSA, CRMA 
ACUA President

to ACUA-L
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